National Science Foundation
Research Experience for Undergraduates 2014-2015
Annual Conference
May 1, 2015 - 10AM – 2:00PM
Vertical Campus - Room 14-280

Program

10:00 Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman - Welcome and Introductory Remarks

10:10 Professor Kit Cho – Former Baruch College REU Student - Greetings

10:15 Stephanie King (Baruch College) - Understanding Implicit Blocks to Physical Activity
Advisor: Professor Daniele Artistico

10:30 Rose Deng (York College) - Media Portrayals of Environmental Issues and Sustainability
Advisor: Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman

10:45 Nazia Denese (Hunter College) - Examining the Relationship Between Memory and Fluid Intelligence Assessments as Predictors of Academic Achievement
Advisor: Professor Charles Scherbaum

11:00 Charlotte Berger (Baruch College) - Effects of demonstrative evidence and credibility on Legal Judgment
Advisor: Professor Jaihyun Park

11:15 Carolina Montes (Columbia University) - Uncovering Blocks to Exercise Through Introspective Mindfulness Techniques
Advisor: Professor Daniele Artistico
11:30  **Jennifer Couch** (City College, City University of New York) - *The Effect of an Interviewer’s Instruction and Feedback on Eyewitness Memory*
Advisor: Professor Jaihyun Park

11:45  **Break**

12:00  **Ninibeth Alvarado** – (Baruch College) - *The Effect of Total Sleep Deprivation on the Use of Heuristics*
Advisor: Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman

12:15  **Ridda Sheikh** (Queens College) - *Effects of Gender Related Commercials on Product Choices and Social Judgments.*
Advisor: Professor Jaihyun Park

12:30  **Viktoriya Konstantinova** (Baruch College) - *The Effects of Sleep Deprivation on Sociability*
Advisor: Professor Mindy Engle-Friedman

12:45  **Virginia Milieris** (Hunter College) - *Utilizing Mindfulness to Access Implicit Blocks to Exercise*
Advisor: Professor Daniele Artistico

1:00   **Nnekora Wilson** (Hunter College) - *Establishing Construct Validity of Fluid Intelligence Tests through Behavioral Assessments*
Advisor: Professor Charles Scherbaum

1:15   **Lunch**

The Baruch College REU program is sponsored by the National Science Foundation Grant - Award – #1263179.